Bloom Flip Flops
I’m very excited to be able to share this pattern with you, it’s a project that I’ve
loved making and I hope that you do too.
Before we start, I want to mention a couple of important things. This is a design
that I’ve created for you for free, so do share as you like, but please respect me as a designer and not claim it
or resell it as your own. I wish I didn’t have to write that sentence, but pattern stealing is a huge problem in our
lovely little industry. You are more than welcome to sell the end results in your Etsy store or at your local craft
fair or to order if you like; whatever your selling style is, but if you would like to create and sell yarn kits bundled
with this design, please contact me for my permission first. And this design is definitely not for massproduction.
Ok, now with the awkward discussion out of the way, let’s get to it.

What You’ll Need
3 skeins of Scheepjes Bloom in three colours (407, 414 and 419)
Scheepjes Flip Flops in your selected size. I made a 41/42 for myself. The sizes run small, so consider
making the size up from your regular foot size.
5mm crochet hook
A tapestry needle to sew in your ends.
Cute scissors (one can never have cute enough scissors).
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Notes
I’m using US terms for this pattern, so if you’re in the UK, bear in mind that my Single Crochet is your Double
Crochet.
Gauge is not really important for this pattern, but do bear in I crochet tightly thanks to making so much
amigurumi, so if you are a loose crocheter consider using a smaller hook.
For this project I also use the Invisible Join method, but you can use whatever method works for you.
Also, do weave in the ends as you go. If you don’t, you’ll get to the end of the project and be super frustrated
because you won’t be able to wear your awesome flip flops immediately!
For smaller sizes, consider skipping Round 7. The finished flip flops need to be tight as the yarn will give a
little. If they grow too loose, simply undo the final round and shorten the chains.
One final note: I’m a leftie, so my photos are of left-handed work. If you’re right-handed, just keep in mind when
you’re attaching your triangles to your soles – you’ll need to do it back to front to my pics!

Stitch Abbreviations
(Using US terminology)
CH (Chain)
SS (Slip Stitch)
SC (Single Crochet)
MR (Magic Ring)
INC (Increase – 2 SC in one stitch)
TR (Treble Crochet)
DC (Double Crochet)
HDC (Half Double Crochet)
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Flip Flop
weaving in the ends.
1. Begin with pink, SC x 10 into a MR, join and
cut the yarn, weaving in the ends.

4. Change to pink. Now we will make the
triangle shape. Each side of the triangle will
2. Change to blue; attach the yarn anywhere
around your first row and increase in each
stitch around, giving you a total of 20
stitches. Join and cut the yarn, weaving in
the ends.

be the same. CH3 (counts as the first TR),
DC, HDC, HDC, SC, SC, SC, HDC, DC.
Into the next stitch we will make the corner
by adding the following three steps into the
next stitch. TR, CH1, TR (all into the same
stitch), then repeat the DC, HDC, HDC, SC,
SC, SC, HDC, HDC, DC and corner steps
two more times, creating your triangle.
Join and cut the yarn.

3. Change to yellow, attach anywhere and
INC, 1SC, INC, 1SC. Repeat this pattern all
the way around, joining and cutting the yarn,

5. Change to blue. Attach anywhere around
your triangle, SC to the corner, with 1SC,
CH1, 1SC into each corner space, then SC
in each stitch to the next corner, repeating
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the action. Join and cut the yarn.

and you can’t pass the skein through.
Attach the yarn anywhere on the triangle
and SC to the corner. Instead of chaining
just once, we will chain 8.

6. Change to yellow, repeating step 5.

Feed the chain (and all the yarn) through
the front loop of the flip flop, SC into the CH
space from the previous round. SC to the
next corner, where this time we will CH 12,
again passing the chain and the remaining
yarn through the left (or right if you are left
7. Change to Pink, repeating step 5.

handed) loop, SC into the CH space from
the previous round. Repeat this for the final
corner and SC to where you attached the
yarn, tie off and weave in the ends. Make
sure your chains are tight to prevent too
much stretching.

8. Now we will attach the triangle to the flip
flop base. Change to Blue. Measure out a
length of about 3 metres and cut the yarn.
This needs to be done because we need to
feed the yarn through the loop of the flip flop
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Now all that’s left to do is try on your flip flops, take cute pics, and post them on Instagram!
I love it when you share your finished pieces, so please do follow me on Facebook and Instagram, and when
you post photos, don’t forget to tag me! Oh, and add your projects to Ravelry too!
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